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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
Graduate School 

Minutes of the Executive Committee Meeting 
Thursday, June 2, 1983 

1:30 p.m. 331 Johnston Hall 

Members present: Faculty representatives--Professors Jerome Hammond, Dale 
Lange, David Thompson; administrative representatives-
Deans Robert Holt (chair), Kenneth Zimmerman; Duluth 
representative--Professor Dennis Falk for Professor Thomas 
Jordan; Fellowship Committee representative--Professor Gary 
Gray; student representative--Brian Grogan; Civil Service 
representative--Anne Aronson; guests--Professors Robert Beck 
Darrel Frohrib, Dean Edward Foster; staff--Vicki Field, 
Andrew Hein, Klaus Jankofsky, Myrna Smith; secretary-
Beverly Miller 

Dean Holt informed the committee that Dean Klaus Jankofsky from Duluth was 
completing his term as the Graduate School's Assistant Dean. He thanked him 
for his good work and expressed his appreciation for the scholarly qualities 
and concerns which he had brought to the position. 

I. FOR ACTION 

A. Approval of the Minutes of the Meeting of May 5, 1983 

The minutes were approved with the addition of remarks specified by 
Dean Jankofsky. 

B. Proposal for the Establishment of a Concentration in Industrial 
Relations within the Master of Business Administration Degree Program 

0. 

Professor Hammond informed the committee that this proposal had been 
considered at the last meeting of the Social Sciences Policy and Review 
Council. It would create an Industrial Relations track within the 
existing program for the M.B.A. degree. Dean Foster said that the 
M.B.A. program itself had been revised five years ago at which time 
the Industrial Relations faculty did not wish to introduce an Industrial 
Relations track within the M.B.A.; their minds have changed on this matter. 

The proposal was approved without amendment. (Copy of proposal attached 
with these minutes.) 

Proposal to Change the Name of the M.A. Degree Program in Distributive 
Education to Marketing Education 

Professor Lange, chair of the Education and Psychology Policy and 
Review Council, which had earlier recommended this change, moved 
approval. The proposal to change the title of the M.A. degree pro
gram in Distributive Education to Marketing Education was approved 
unanimously. 
(Copies of pertinent correspondence attached with these minutes.) 
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D. Proposal to Discontinue the Specialist in Education Certificate 
Programs in Business Education and in Distributive Education 

Professor Lange informed the committee that this proposal, to discon
tinue the Specialist in Education Certificate programs in Business 
Education and in Distributive Education, had also been recommended by 
the Education and Psychology Policy and Review Council. 

The proposal to discontinue the programs was approved and will be 
forwarded to the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs and 
the Board of Regents for their consideration. 

E. Proposal to Combine the Concentrations in Alternative Social and 
Educational Futures, and Anthropology and Education, under One Title-
Anticipatory Anthropology and Education--for the M.A. Degree in Social 
and Philosophical Foundatioffiof Education and for the Ph.D. in Education 

Professor Lange said that the Education and Psychology Policy and Review 
Council in recommending approval of the proposal had expressed concern 
at the substitution of a computer or logical language for a natural 

J 

language, as well as with the method of testing for competence, whether \ 
a computer or a natural language. Dean Hein informed the committee ~ 
that at the present time a graduate program with a language requirement 
can itself determine how to test for competence. The only condition 
the Graduate School sets is that if it is to be recorded on the student 1

S 
transcript the certification of competence must come from the foreign 
language department. Dean Holt asked whether the concern about the 
requirement was serious enough that it should hold up approval of the 
proposal. Professor Lange said that it was not, but that he did think 
it was an issue which will arise again. 

Dean Holt asked how the new title ~~anticipatory anthropology and educa
tion11 would differ from simply 11 anthropology and education.~~ Professor 
Beck responded that the language contained in the proposal is that con
sidered current terminology. 

The proposal to combine the concentrations for the M.A. degree in 
Social and Philosophical Foundations of Education and for the Ph.D. 
in Education into a single concentration in Anticipatory Anthropology 
and Education was approved with one abstention. (Copy of proposal attached 

with these minutes.) 
F. Recommendations on Operational Criteria for the Master of Engineering 

Degree Program 

Professor Thompson said that this proposal was an attempt to more 
carefully define the conditions of the program which is a design, 
rather than a research, oriented degree. He said that the inclusion 
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of non-voting members on the student examining committee was not 
much of a departure, but felt the statement concerning admission 
standards might be; the phrase "modest variations" is undefined. 

Professor Frohrib pointed out that the three numbered recommendations 
included conditions which the committee definitely wanted reiterated. 
He said that with respect to admission standards it was believed that 
variation was in order in light of the emphasis of the program; he 
added that the choice of "modest" covered a great diversity of opinion 
among the participating departments. Dean Hein said that at present 
the standards seem to move back and forth between those normally main
tained for the M.S. programs and those for the professional programs. 

Dean Holt asked for clarification of the phrase "accredited engineering 
curricul urn." Professor Frohrib said that historically this has meant 
accredited by the Engineer•s Council for Professional Development. 
Dean Holt suggested that since the word "accredited" has a very specific 
meaning and since individuals graduating from foreign institutions will 
also apply, a more general statement might be made. It was decided to 
change the phrase to read "For admission to the program, the student 
must hold an engineering degree from an institution offering a curric
ulum comparable to that of accredited engineering schools ... 

It was also agreed that the statement in Recommendation 1. which de
scribes the project as "equivalent to the ... thesis" should be altered 
to read "The design project, requiring effort comparable to the Master 
of Science thesis ... " 

Dean Hein pointed out that the introduction of the requirement for 
thesis credits in fall, 1983 would affect students in this program 
who would be required to register for 16 such credits for the Master 
of Engineering project. He asked whether the committee, in making its 
recommendations had explicitly recognized this. Dean Holt asked that 
that requirement be explicitly stated. 

The proposal was approved. (Copy of proposal attached with these 
minutes.) 

G. Proposal to Discontinue the Emphasis in Health Education for the M.A. 
and Ph.D. in Education Degrees 

Dean Hein explained that this item is a consequence of a proposal 
from the College of Education to Academic Affairs to achieve part of 
the college retrenchment through elimination of the Health Education 
program. He said that he was not aware that any final action had 
been taken but that the Graduate School is faced with deciding 
whether applicants should be encouraged. 
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Professor Thompson said that he is concerned about suspending admissions 
before the final decision is made about eliminating the program; this 
will result in its being unable to attract students. Dean Hein re
sponded that the Graduate School may otherwise be faced with the task 
of telling admitted students that the program will be phased out. 

Professor Lange asked whether this proposal from the college actually 
had to go to the Regents before implementation or whether acceptance 
by the Vice President signaled that the process of discontinuation 
could begin. 

It was pointed out that admissions were suspended in Operations Research 
before any final action was taken and that at Duluth proposals were made 
with respect to the program in Social Work by the Vice President before 
any consultation had taken place. 

Professor Gray said he thought the University must be honest with 
students in these situations. 

Professor Thompson said he thought concurrence of the program could 

J 

be considered a clear signal, but that where the faculty opposed \ 
discontinuation the situation would be much different. ~ 

Dean Jankofsky pointed out that these decisions had many implications 
which must be recognized; there is an impact on faculty, students, and 
budgets. He said he thought data should be gathered from the programs, 
particularly where large numbers of students are concerned. He said 
that if you do A and B, C will follow and that you must be prepared 
to deal with all issues raised by these decisions. 

Dean Holt said that the Graduate School would contact Vice President 
Keller for clarification on the current status of the proposal, and 
that the college would also be contacted. 

II. FOR INFORMATION 

A. Update on Activities of the Task Force on the Quality of Graduate 
Education and Research 

Dean Holt said that the Task Force had appointed four subcommittees 
to deal with issues related to attracting and retaining faculty; 
attracting graduate students; graduate program evaluation procedures 
and recommendations for the second cycle of reviews; and central 
research facilities. 
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He said that it was expected that work on the program review recom
mendations would be completed within the week. Some aspects under 
discussion include (1) tying evaluation more closely to the planning 
process; much information is now available and some preliminary deci
sions could be made; (2) including more budgetary implications than 
in the past; (3) reducing the number of programs which need full
scale review--perhaps to 60 with a full external review; this might 
also involve reviewing groups of programs which are strongly related 
and where a broad outlook seems necessary; and (4) creating a ,special 
subcommittee of the Task Force to look at Duluth graduate programs. 
This subcommittee, he said, is being appointed by President Magrath, 
and will meet in the fall. In addition to looking at the programs 
it will also look at the role of the graduate dean at Duluth, and 
consider the extent to which that position has become concerned with 
administrative responsibilities rather than with policy matters. He 
said that a new dean would not be sought until the Task Force reports; 
in the interim, paper flow problems must be dealt with and both he 
and Dean Hein would be visiting the campus to establish procedures 
for handling these. He said he expected a preliminary report of this 
group in spring and a final report in fall. 

Professor Falk said that he was concerned about the decision to leave 
the deanship vacant for an extended period of time. He said he thought 
there was no consultation in making this decision. Dean Holt responded 
that he saw it as his responsibility to assure that administrative 
matters would be properly dealt with in the interim and that this would 
be done. He said that he had consulted widely with individuals at 
Duluth about how the position of the assistant dean there is defined, 
and that he considered this important. There was a discussion of 
potential problems in the processing of materials between the campuses 
with the deanship vacant and about the need to simplify procedures. 
Shifting these responsibilities to the Minneapolis campus was not seen 
by the Duluth representative as a viable solution. 

Dean Jankofsky also expressed his concern at the decision on the dean
ship without consultation with Duluth faculty. Dean Holt said he 
thought the faculty should be consulted on the policy issues, which 
have to do with the nature of the position itself. He said that seeing 
to it that papers are processed in the interim is an administrative 
responsibility. 

Dean Jankofsky pointed out that there are fiscal concerns involved as 
well. When the last retrenchment occurred Minneapolis decentralized 
some responsibilities to save money; this was not done at Duluth, he 
said, because it was more effective to handle things centrally there. 
Departments at Duluth, he said, could not assume costs associated with 
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a transfer of responsibilities. Dean Holt responded that the Graduate 
School retrenchment for the coming year, which would be in the range 
of $30,000 to $60,000, was being borne on the Twin Cities campus; 
Duluth has not been asked to share in this retrenchment. 

Dean Jankofsky pointed out that Duluth faculty incur considerable 
expense in time and money to participate in the work of the Graduate 
School. Dean Holt said that it is his intention, if possible, to 
reduce the need for meetings by moving the responsibility for some 
administrative work out of the Policy and Review Councils. 

Dean Jankofsky expressed his appreciation for the opportunity to 
participate in the work of the Executive Committee as the assistant 
dean for Duluth. He said he had been happy to be part of the process. 

B. Update on the Search for a Graduate School Associate Dean 

Dean Holt said that the search committee expects to make a decision 
by the end of June or July. He said the new dean will be bearing 
greater responsibilities than in the past for research aspects of 
the Graduate School's work and budgetary policy matters. 

C. Report on the Formation of a Task Force on Graduate Programs at 
Duluth 

See discussion on item II. A. 

D. Report from the Fellowship Committee 

Ms. Myrna Smith called the committee's attention to the table prepared 
by her office showing the distribution of Graduate School Fellowships 
for 1983-84. The Fellowship Office, she said, is in the process of 
compiling surveys returned by recipients who had turned down the 
Graduate School's offers. In general, she said, these students are 
reporting that the presence of specific faculty at other institutions 
has had an impact on their decisions. In some other instances stu
dents have reported feeling ignored when they visited the campus, in 
others unusually high stipends were cited. When compiled, the informa
tion from the surveys will be distributed. Dean Holt asked that this 
information be provided to the Task Force on the Quality of Graduate 
Education and Research. 

E. Update on Graduate Tuition and Thesis Credits Proposals 

Dean Holt reported that the recommendation is to raise Graduate 
School tuition by 15 percent and to begin the move in the direction 
of the recovery of a fixed percentage of the cost of education through 

J 

J 
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tuition. The expected credit resident rate is $70.89. It is also 
expected that from $600,000 to $750,000 for additional financial 
assistance will also be made available. This can be used to lessen 
the impact of the increases. 

Professor Thompson pointed out that a long tax battle over research 
assistant stipends had occurred. He asked whether the differential 
between research assistants• and project assistants• stipends would 
be eliminated. Dean Holt said it would. The effort to obtain a tax 
break for research assistants based on the nature of their responsi
bilities had not been effective. 

F. Final Draft of Recommendations of the Shapiro Committee on Doctoral 
Programs 

This draft will be prepared during the summer by the Graduate School. 

G. Final Draft on Policies and Procedures on the Discontinuation of 
Graduate Programs 

~ This draft will be prepared over the summer by the Graduate School. 

H. Update on Master of Liberal Studies Proposal 

Dean Zimmerman reported that the committee would be meeting for 
the last time on June 2. A report is expected by June 15. 

The meeting was adjourned. 

Respectfully submitted 

Beverly D. Miller 
Assistant to the Dean 



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
TWIN CITIES 

· May 24, 1983 

School of Management 
271 19th Avenue South 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

MEMO TO: Graduate School Social Sciences Policy & Review Council 
(Attn: Vicki Field) 

FROM: Professor Roger B. Upson, Director of Graduate Study, 
Master of Business Administration (MBA) Program 

SUBJECT: Course changes in Finance, and addition of IR concentration 

- - l - .• ;. ' 
The Graduate Faculty in 'Bu'Siness' Adm!n:4Sttat-ion voted in favor .. <lf 
the proposed course changes in Finance (44 yes, 5 no votes) and in 
favor of adding a concentration in Industrial Relations (39 yes, 
9 no votes) to the MBA program. 

I am now able to certify the A96's and GS53's that were sent to you 
earlier. Please consider my signature on this memo as covering those 
forms. 

Thank you 

RBU:pk 
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
TWIN CITIES 

May 16, 1983 

MEMO 

TO: Robert Holt Dean 
The Graduate School 

FROM: Edward Foster 

Office of the Dean 

' School of Management 
j 271 19th Avenue South 
! Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

: (612) 373-4495 

GRADUATE SCHOOl: 

f~AY 1 6 1983 

The two curriculum proposals attached ar~ to,.b~ voted on by the gra~t.uate faculty 
in business administration by a mail ballot due Monday, May 23. The proposals 
were discussed at a faculty meeting last week, but they were not voted on 
because due to an error necessary background information was not distributed 
before the meeting. From discussion I anticipate that the proposals will be 
approved. 

We are anxious to put both in affect by next fall. I hope that in these 
circumstances the Social Science Policy and Review Council will be able to 
consider the proposals at their next meeting. 

Thanks very much for your help. 

EF:elh 
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Industrial Relations Center 
537 Management and Economics Building 
271 19th Avenue South 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 ~ 

April 18, 1983 

TO: 

FRO!~: 

RE: 

Robert Hansen, Chair, SOM Curriculum Committee 

Ross E. Azevedo, Chair, IR Curriculum Committee 
. ' . 

Proposal for an Industrial Relations Concentration in 
the MBA Program (MBA-IR) 

As part of its review and rev1s1on of the Master of Arts in Industrial 
Relations (r~IR) Program the Industrial Relations Curriculum Committee 
and Relations faculty have developed a proposal to offer an Industrial 
Relations concentration in the MBA program (MBA-IR). What this pro
posal involves is the arranging of School of Management MBA courses 
and Industrial Relations ,ca.urses .in a.;..to.mbtn.ation wh.ich would allow 
the completion of a r"aster ~of Busine_s_s. Adn1Tri1stration degree with a 

·grounding in Industrial Relations. With this memo vJe are formally 
proposing the MBA-IR concentration. ~ 

The basis of this proposal is a generalist-specialist distinction 
between the MBA-IR degree concentration and our existing MAIR degree 
program. That is, while the t·lAIR degree involves the student in the 
breadth and depth of the field, with the opportunity for speciali-
zation within one or more IR subfields, the MBA-IR program will re-
quire that the student take the basic business skill courses plus the 
full concentration of the IR 11 COre 11 courses. The course requirements, 
therefore, are equivalent to those of other concentrations in the MBA 
program. 

The program includes 19 courses, totaling 74 credits. Required courses 
that provide basic management skills are to be taken during the first 
three quarters, with courses taken in the sequence specified below. In 
the second three quarters, the student will take three required courses 
plus the six core concentration courses in IR. This pattern follows 
the basic MBA program, making our concentration parallel to those of 
other departments in the School of Management. 
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(i) The basic management skill courses are: 

First three quarters 

MBA 8010 - Management and Organizational Behavior 
MBA 8020 - Business Statistics: Sources, Presentation and 

Analysis 
MBA 8030 - Financial Accounting 
MBA 8005 - Computer Access and Business Program 

MBA Communication Skills Program 

MBA 8015 - Human Resources Management 
MBA 8025 - Decision Sciences and Information Systems 
MBA 3035 - Managerial Economics and Accounting 
MBA 8040 - Financial Management 
MBA 8045 - Marketing Management 
MBA 8050 - Operations Management 

Second three quarters 

MBA 8055 Business\ ~Govern'ment~{a~'d fMa.croeconomi cs 
MBA 8065 - Field Project 
MBA 8060- Strategy and Policy 

(ii) The Industrial Relations core concentration courses are: 

IR 8001 - Quantitative Methods in Industrial Relations 
IR 8003 - Staffing, Training and Development 
IR 8004 - Organization Theory and Analysis 
IR 8005 - Employee Compensation and Reward 
IR 8006 - Labor Market Analysis 
IR 8007 - Collective Bargaining 

For this program, students will be required to meet the prerequisites 
and standards of the SOMas well as IR course prerequisites. This 
means that students must have an introductory course in Microeconomics 
plus calculus or finite mathematics before being admitted. Also, 
students must complete the MBA field project as well as a Plan B paper 
written in IR 8001. 

Application, admission, and counseling for the MBA-IR are through the 
MBA program office. Students must submit an application, transcripts, 
personal essay and Graduate Management Admission Test (GMAT) scores 
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to the t·1BA Office to be considered for admission. Foreign students 
for whom English is not the native language are required to score 
550 or better on the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) 
examination. 

In sum, we offer this proposal to you, the School of Management 
Curri cul urn Committee, and the School of t~anagement faculty for 
consideration. I, and other members of the IR faculty, stand ready 
to respond to any questions you may have. · 

REA: jo 

cc: Mario F. Bognanno 
Ed Foster 

J 
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May 24, 1983 

Dean Robert T. Holt 
Graduate School 
321 Johnston Hall 
East Bank Campus 

Dear Dean Holt: 

l-ll h ~ \.X:ccr {(! I { /[3· ~' v r·--

Industrial Relations Center 
537 Management and Economics Building 
271 19th Avenue South 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 ~ 

GRADJATE SCHOOL 

rM\Y 2 G 1983 

I am writing to confirm that at its meeting on January 11, 1983 
the IR Graduate Faculty approved an IR concentration in the MBA 
program. This conce.ntration will~alSG{~e~ome available to e 

E(Evening) MBA students as and when lhe necessary resources·b·e
come available to implement the already approved E(Evening) MA-IR 
degree program. 

Sincerely yours, 
; ~ 

, I\,\,'-- trr__.c_,.-
'\
Mahmood . Zaidi 
Professor and Director 
of Graduate Study 

Dean Edward Foster 
Professor Mario Bognanno 

MAZ: bn 
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April · 25, 1983 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Dale L. Lange, Chair 

College of Education 

Division of Business and Distributive Education 
Department of Vocational and Technical Education 
420 Vocational and Technical Education Building 
1 954 Buford Avenue 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55108 

Education and Psychology Policy and Review Council 

FROM: Gary McLean, Chair 'i?JI)Jfk · ·· 
Education Policies 1dt~ittee, College of Education 

SUBJECT: Proposed Name Change for Business and Distributive Education 
"::.• t 

At our April 4, 1983 committee meeting, a proposal to change the name of 
Business and Distributive Education to Business and Marketing Education 
was presented and unanimously approved. The proposal attached indicates 
the rationale for the change and the implications of approving such a 
change. 

We would request that your committee review this proposal and if you are 
in accord with our recommendation, that you transmit it with your approval 
to the Graduate School. If you have additional questions, I would be 
pleased to respond to them. 

/bw 

Enclosure 
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February l7, 1983 

TO: Educational Programs Co~ttee, 
Department of Vocational & Technical Education, 
and the College of Education 

FRm-1: Faculty, . 
Division of Business and Distributive Education 

C...q-charles Hopkins, Head, R.,.4£~mrun, }1. Klaurens, J. La.nbrecht, 
' G. HcLean . (/( . {..j. 

SUBJECT: Change names of programs from "Distributive Education" 
to ".Harketing Education" 

A. Request 

The faculty in the Division of Business and Distrributive Educatioa,request 
approval to change the names of the progra~s in "Distributive Education" 
to the more appropriate designator of "Marketing Education." The change, 
if approved, would result in word changes as follo;Js: 

1. Changing the name of the major in the degree progr.a:s at three 
levels: 
a. Bachelor of Science - from "Distributive Education" to 

1'.Harketing Education.~~--
b. Master of Education - from "Distributive Education" to 

".Harketing Education.~~--
c. Haster of Arts - from "Distributive Education" to "Harketing 

Education. 11 

2. Changing .the name of the division from "Business and Distributive 
Education" to "Business and Harketing Education." 

3. Changing the prefix for each course offered in the division from 
"BDE" to "m·IE." 

4. Revising all bulletin material, course titles and descriptors, 
and promotional flyers to use the ter.n "marketing" for "distributive" 
as it would appear to describe co~ponents of the progra~. 

5. Changing the name of the major as it would appear on course com
pletion and graduation documents such as transcripts, operational 
records, and diplomas. 
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B. Rationale for the change 

1. 

2. 

In rece-;1t years the tero. "distributive.," as originally derived frc::: 
the. term "distribution," has been used oore restrictively to refer to 

·a process rather than a function Su?ported by a recognized body of 
knowle.dge. and related goals and activitie.s. For exa!:!ple, one invcl.·:ed 
in wholesaling or retailing auto parts is co~only referred_to as a~ 
auto parts distributor. Such enterpreneurs are involved in -perfo:::-_ing 
a "marketing"~ function, i.e. involved in activities that oove. goocs 
and services from the producer to the consune.r. Therefore, market~~g 
is vie"to~ed more broadly as a major function in the econoi!I.ics of the 
nation--manufacturing, consumption, marketing, production. 

There is a growing body of knowledge and research to support the c~a:::ge. 

For example, Crawforq (1965, 1975) developed basic beliefs based c::. a 
philosophy acceptable to the field. In addition, competency lists 
were de.veloped for clusters of marketing occupations. Also, most :ext
books are. based on the marketing concept rather than distributive. 
concepts. Therefore, the term "distributive" is not easily unders-:o~c 
by the general public, much less by 1:1arl-..eting practitioners.. If t::e 

J 

public has difficulty with the ter.:t "distributive," there 'fs ouch 
more confusion with the term "distributive education." J 

3. The name of the professional division in the American Vocational 
Association was officially changed from the "Distributive Educatio:: 
Division" to the "Harketing and Distributive Education Division" a: tne 
annual convention in December, 1981. 

4. An advisory committee of Minnesota inservice teachers, coordinato:-s, 
and administrators on November 18, 1982 vote~ unanimously to reco=:::e~d 
changing the name of the distributive teacher education program a: 
the University of Hinnesota to "Harketing Education." 

5. The members of the University of }linnesota Collegiate-DECd chapte:
(mainly undergraduate majors), at their business meeting in Dece=0er, 
1982 voted unanimously in favor of changing the name of the. progr~. 
There is mov~ent unden~ay to change the title of this stude.nt or;a::i
zation to Harketing Education Clubs of America (HECA). 

6. The name of the professional educators' association in Hinnesota is 
being changed from ''I:Hnnesota Association for Distributive Educat.::::-s" 
to "Harketing Educators of Minnesota." 

7. The.re is a trend among other universities to change the name of t~e 
progrc?.!ll, e. g. Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State Uni versit:: ::ad.e 
the change two years ago. VPISU and the University of Hinnesota a:-e \ 
considered leaders in the field. ~ 
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C. Effective Date 

It is requested 
by Fall, 1983. 
can be made in 
diplotilas, etc. 

to make the program name change for p~o~otion~l purposes 
All othe~ changes would beco~e effective as soon as changes 

documents such as college bulletins, p~o~otional flyers, 

D. Anticipated~Ionact of the Change 

1. It is anticipated that it lvould be more effective in co~'-!.:licating the 
intent of the progr~ because; 
a. Marketing is used more often today to describe transfer 

programs in com~Jnity colleges as well as many occupational 
programs in area vocational-tec~~ical institu~es. . 

b. People in the fieid (students, staff) use the ter.!l "r::c.rketing" 
more often than "distributive,'' and fe-.: outsiders today think 
of a "distributor-type" business which is a r:.ore narro-..; tem. 
Hany do not relate to the term "distributive" at all. 

c. Narketing is supported by a body of ;}mo~.vledge that relates 
to educational content. - ~k 

2. It may be easier to relate to and cooperate 1vith ether programs at the 
University, e.g. General College and Home Econowics (fashion merchandising). 

3. The program can be better understood by marketing practitioners who 
employ persons prepared for work by marketing educators. 

4~ It is easier and more effective to communicate the intent of the progr~ 
to the various publics through bulletins, brochures, and other materials. 



College of Education '. 

trniVERSITY OF NIN~ESOTA CHAPTE?- \ Division of Business and Distribu~ 
Education 
Department of Vocational and Tech3ical 
Education .. 
420 Vocational and Technical Education 
Building 
]954 Buford Avenue 
St. Paul, }linnesota 55]08 

.. 
Febuary 4, ]983 

Dr. Richard Ashmun 
Prograo Head for Marketing and Distributive Education 
University of }linnesota 
Division of Business and Distributive Education 
Departoent of Vocational and Technical Education 
420 Vocational and Technical Education Building 
]954 Buford Avenue 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55108 

Dr. Dr. Ashmun 

I would like to inform you that on December 6, 1982, the members of DECA 
unanimously voted to approve a change in the program title of Distributive 
Education to Harketing Education. 

It was felt that a change in the program name would create a better aware3ess 
and understanding of our program. The term marketing is also more commonly 
used in the free-enterprise system. 

Sincerely, 

cr~4La~o~ 
Lesa Alexander 
U of M Collegiate DECA President 
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UNIVERSITY Of= MINNESOTA 
WIJN cm:::s 

Co:J;:q~ of EaucatJcn 

Division of Businass a::d C:s:r:::u::•;e Ec!:.:ca:ion 
Oeoar:;.:ent of Vc::=.:::nal a.-:::i Tec!"lnical Ecuca:ion 
~20 Vccational anc T:.;;l":.-:1c.=.i E::!ucation Suilding 
1954 Buford Aven~,;e 
St. Paul, t.:mnesota 551C3 

K~~~TING/DISTRI3~Iv~ ED~~~TIO~ ~~~ S?ECL~ S~VIC~ ~O:L~EO? 

Attended: 

November 18, 1932 - 420C Vo-Tech Ec~catic~ 3~~~~g 
St. Paul Caillpus, University of ~~~=so=a 

Universitv cf :~~iesota 
Dick Ashm~ 
Jer~ Horaziovsky 
Nary Klauren..s 
David Pucel 

Secondary E::!~cators 
Jack Abraha=son 
Rise KohL-:1eyer 
Hark tV'estad 

PostSeco~ca~ E~~ca:ors 

Jt!dy Furrer 
John Hinsve1k 
C'c ery 1 J o 1-:::::.s o"W. 
M="rk Peikert 
Lance Yosl:ikz-.;a 

The meeting began at 4:00 p.m. with the m~bers intro~~c~g themselves. 

Dr. David Pucel, Director of Special Services expla~==d :c t~e gro~? 
the concepts of the Special Services progr~. A ques:ic~ an~ ans~ir 
period follo.ved where -cembers learned among other thi~gs, •..:hat type 
of courses could be offered along ~rith enrollwent an~ f;ca~cial li~itation. 

The group "YTas then divided in two groups. Dr. Rich::.:-d As~:.!:! and Jerry 
Horazdovsky led the groups through separate brainstcr--;~~ sessions to 
determine workshop topics :t-IDE teachers need and are ":."illing to attend. 
(See pages for the results of the. separate meeti~gs). 

The t.vo groups were reunited and results were shared. 

Appetizers and supper were served in Room 207 of th~ St. Paul c~~s 
Student Center at 6:00 p.~. 

A wide variety of topics were discussed inforwally over su?per including: 
school budgets, declining enrollment, and preparing sec~dary and post 
secondary students to ::ake use of the changes in te::::::t:):!.ogy. 

A fo~2l motion was mace and seconded that Dr. Ash~~:t re:::a~end to the 
College of .Education that the title of the "Distri~:.::ive Ecucatic:1" 
prograc be changed to "~!arketing Education" as soon as ?OSsible. The 
reason being that "H2rketing Education" describes t::e ?=:)gra:~. be:ter and 
is easier for the ave:-age person to understand. The ~o:io:t ~as passed 
unaniwously. Dr. As~~:.:n <!greed to bring this topic to :::e appro?:-iate 
co~-~ittee a? soon as possible. 
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~n .t.RSITY OF Mii~iESOTA SPECL\L SERVICES 1"0?~E.OP 

BRAL.'ISTOR:·ffi~G SESSIO~ 

Horazdovs~~ Group: 

1. NAl-LS TO?ICS OF Al1Y i;OR:{SHO?S YOU FEEL }fDE TE..-\CS~ x:::ED .~\1J vn:u. ATT2ID. 

1. 
2. 

3. 
4 •. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 

15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 

Textbook ~7iting by author. 
Identifyi..1.g izfor:::!al power structure- bct7 to c.tt2..i::l infor=.al 
pot7er a~ong peers. 
:Hicroco:nputers how to evaluate ccwputers on ::::.a=ket. 
}licrocooputers hot7 to use progr~ (basic, banes on). 
}licroco~puters Ll.te~ediate level. 
Microcomputers how to use visicalc, etc. 
Microcomputers cooputer aided instruction. 
Updating thnmgh expertise of variety of outstz:::...l.;.,.,g speaking - s:r::~· 

Put on 10 hour (l credit) presentation at state co~ference. 
Market research. 
Participatory learning/sharing info~ation on ~dustry. 
Current changes in narketing, today and to=orro~ not 10-20 years frau n~~. 
Electronic mail office. 
Internship, certain locations, t7or~:ing with a fi:::= a 
number of hours, use U of N clout. 
Bring in authors to talk about boo~s. 
Horkshop to bring in Business. 
Quality circles. 
How to get into consulting, role of con§ulting. 

certain 

~-. t 

2. t{hat is the most effective way to promote these t7orkshops? Flyers? 
Announcements at district and state meetings? 

1. Catchy titles. 
2. One dynamite workshop at state conference. 
3. Offer follo~v-up. 
4~ Have some company (or individual) sponsors • 

. · 



tP.;IVEP..SITI OF H!~~n:SOTA. S?ECL\L SERVICES \;OR-"ZSHO? 
B~~~S!O~~NG SESSION 

Ash::uc Group: 

1. N~E TO?ICS OF AXY. \-iOR..~EOPS YOU FEEL !-!DE TEA.cm:RS NE.Z:D .o.\..'\1) 'WILL :.:IT-="\u. 

1. 
*2. 

3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

*7. 
8. 

*9. 
10. 
11. 

*12. 

Sioulation techniques - innovative projects. 
~rogr~ pro=otion- increase enroll=ents. 
Co~puter gawes/s~ulations. 
Systems oanagecent~ e.g. retail store. 
Harketin.g research. 
Adult education packages. 
S=ill business tech~;ques probl~/consulting. 
Building bette business skills. 
Buying -skills. 
Coordination techniques update. 
Teach participants to progr~ their ow~ sioulati~~s. 
Career conseling. 

*priorities 

Asp~un received some information. by mail: 

Requests for information: 

J 

Methods of positive PR for narketing programs; school, busL•ess cc==u~i~y, pa=e~t: 
How to teach classes on small business oanageil:ent. ,. ' 
How to decide "What to teach in :t-!arketing I vs. Harketi::!.g II. 
Effective uses of advisory co~ittees. \ 
Use of labs/materials. ~ 
Labor laws. 
How to make calls on employers or future employers. 
Working DECA into the curriculum. 
Professional responsibilities, e.g. chanber, 1-IDE, M...<\DE. •. 
Understanding special needs employment techniques/philosophies. 
Future trends in marketing plus such topics as robotics. 



l5i1 UNIVERSilY OF MINNESOTA 
TWIN CITIES 

May 23, 1983 

College of Education 

Department of Educational Policy Studies 
and Administration 
Social and Philosophical Foundations of 
Education Program 
275 Peik Hall 
159 Pillsbury Drive S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

(612) 373-9899 

TO: 

FROM: 

Graduate School Executive C)J~~ 
Robert H. Beck, Chair ~ ~ 
Social & Philosophical Found ions of Education 

Enclosed you will find a corrected copy of our request to alter the names 
of the graduate concentrations in Alternative Social & Educational Futures 
and Anthropology & Education and to further articulate these two concentra
tions in the 1978 approved Ph.D. in Education (SPFE) as a single concentra
tion under the title of Anticipatory Anthropology and Education. These 
corrections have been made on the advice of the Education and Psychology 
Policy and Review Committee. 

RHB:blh 

Enclosure 



This is a request to alter the names of the graduate concentrations 
in Alternative Social & Educational Futures and Anthropology & Education 
and to further articulate these two concentrations in the 1978 approved 
Ph.D. in Education (SPFE) as a single concentration under the title of 
Anticipatory Anthropology and Education. 

The terminology Anticipatory Anthrqpology and Education is primarily a 
name change involving direct substitution of similar terms, i.e., alterna
tive + futures + anticipatory (the preferred contemporary terminology sub
stituted for an outdated terminology (cf. Textor)); social+ anthropology. 
The SPFE faculty has discussed the proposed articulation, which it feels 
is minor, and has voted unanimous support for this proposal. The attached 
items from the approved Ph.D. proposal are designed to illustrate the fact 
that the articulation proposed is within the spirit and letter of that 
document. The attached sample student programs from that document for the 
concentrations further demonstrate the fact that the proposed Anticipatory 
Anthropology and Education concentration represents no more than one way 
of doing what has long been approved. 

The SPFE required core as approved has not been modified, and will not 
be modified. However, several courses which used to be allowed at student 
discretion are now required for those following the concentration. (M.A.: 
SPFE 5-175 (Introduction to General Systems Theory ••• ), History of Tech
nology or Utopian Writings; Ph.D.: SPFE 8-220 (Seminar in Alternative 
Social and Educational Futures), SPFE 8-170 (Seminar: Topics in Anthropology 
and Education), History and Philosophy of Science, History of Technology or 
Utopian Writings) Students in the concentration will also be expected to 
gain a reading knowledge of French; secondarily, a knowledge of Spanish or 
of one computer language is expected. Credit is not given within the con
centration for this work. This new requirement has been established because 
some of the major futures writing and research in the world is in French, 
and secondarily in Spanish, and because many futures research methods require 
programming skills. Language competency will be assessed through seminar 
presentations, Plan B work (as applicable), and preliminary examinations. 
Evidence of computer language competence may be established through course 
completion or evidence of attainment of programming competency, for example 
through a project undertaken within a course or for Plan B or dissertation 
work. 

Attachments: 
Proposed Description of Concentration in Anticipatory Anthropology & Educ. 
Excerpts from "Proposal for a Program in the Social and Philosophic 

Foundations of Education (SPFE) Within the Ph.D. in Education Major" 
Sample Student Programs from Previous and Proposed Concentrations 
List of Concentration Faculty 



' 
Proposed Description of Concentration in Anticipatory Anthropology & Education 
(underlined terms and phrases are carried over from older descriptions below 
either verbatim or via direct synonym): 

The Graduate Concentration in Anticipatory Anthropology and Education 
focuses on the interrelationships between education, broadly conceived, and 
the needs of society from a policy perspective. The concentration has .three 
disciplinary bases. The first of these is anthropology, especially anthro
pological theory related to social structure and cultural transmission, 
anthropological methods of research in modern societies, and applied anthro
pology as it relates to innovation and planning. A second base is futures 
research, from which we look at the history of anticipatory science, examine 
current theories of planning for the future, and learn additional relevant 
research methods. Work in this basic area offers an opportunity to question, 
create, and compare alternative paradigms within which research activities 
can occur. It is based on the notion that a scholar may practice cultural 
design and prototyping activities while carrying out scientific research on 
the effects of such actions. Alternative paradigms in the field, through 
comparison with conventional models and present practice, offer a greater 
number and variety of hypothetical alternatives for the development of humans 
and their institutions. Third is a broadly foundational viewpoint on education, 
which is gained through historical, philosophical and social science examina
tions of the educational enterprise in Western society. These three perspec
tives are integrated through the application of general systems theory. 

Original Concentration Descriptions Excerpted from 1978 Document: 

The concentration in anthropology and education would be primarily for 
students interested in the contributions of anthropology to studies in edu
cational foundations and policy alternatives. Special concerns with the 
fieldwork method, educational ethnography, application of general systems 
theory, history of the field and the application of anthropological princi
ples to education design would be stressed through courses selected both from 
SPFE and Department of Anthropology course offerings. Students at both M.A. 
and Ph.D. levels would be required to submit programs with the remainder of 
courses between other SPFE foundational disciplines and studies in educational 
foundations. 

The concentration in alternative social and educational futures would be 
primarily for students interested in alternative models, designs, and paradigms 
for social and educational futures, and in concept clarification and extension, 
research, and teaching in an interdisciplinary area, as these relate to studies 
in educational foundations studies. Students would be expected to develop 
supportive specialties in other foundational disciplines within SPFE. 



c., p. 3 

Excerpts from Approved Ph.D. Proposal 

"SPFE endeavors to apply methodologies from established humanistic and 
scientific disciplines to the study of education." 

Comment: The "established" disciplines are spelled out on page 4. See 
excerpt below. 

p. 4 "For any approach, the methods and theories of a discipline (currently 
history, philosophy, sociology and anthropology) provide the intellectual 
organization and methodology for their studies of education. Rigorous 
training in the selected discipline is required and students may take up 
to half their course work in the discipline." 

Comment: Note that there is a choice of four disciplines. For the Futures 
tracks the disciplines employed were primarily sociology and 
anthropology because those were the major disciplines in which 
the associated faculty had their training. 

p. 10 "In every generation of graduate students a number have always identified 
with more than one concentration simultaneously. The three most recent 
Ph.D.s from SPFE are examples: Angie Nelson--Futures and Anthropology ••• " 

p. 10 

Comment: Nelson's Ph.D., 1977, establishes the historical fact of the very 
close association of anthropology and futures. 

"Qualitative methodologies are philosophic analysis, historical analysis and 
interpretation and the natural history method of fieldwork and qualitative 
data analysis on the Darwinian model." 

Comment: Specified methods used by futures students hAve always been 
combined with the natural history/qualitative methods 
derived from anthropology. 



Requirements excerpted directly 
from 1978 Approved Ph.D. Proposal 

Core Seminars 

Foundations: General 
(including methods) 

Foundations: Concentration and 
Special Academic Courses 

Supporting Program or Minor 

-. 

\) 

Archetypal Sample Student Programs for Ph. 

Old Concentration in 
Social & Educational Futures 
(excerpted from Ph.D. Proposal) 

6 credits 

18 credits 

H.Ed 5-172, 3 cr. 
H.Ed 5-175, 3 cr. 
H.Ed 5-180, 3 cr. 
H.Ed 5-182, 3 cr. 
H.Ed 8-172, 3 cr. 
H.Ed 8-290, 3 cr. 

15 credits 

H.Ed 8-220, 9 cr. 
H.Ed 8-241, 6 cr. 

(Reading List) 

18 credits 

PsyF 8-110, 111, 112, 9 cr~ 
PsyF 8-113, 3 cr. 
PsyF 8-114, 3 cr. 
PsyF 8-530, 3 cr. 

57 credits 

. ..) 

Old < 
Anthr 
(exce 

6 Ct 

18 Ct 

H.Ed 
H.Ed 
H.Ed 
H.Ed 
H.Ed 

19 Cl 

Anth 
Anth 
Anth 
Anth 
Anth 

12 Cl 

SpEd 
Educ 
Soc ~ 

Soc ~ 

55 Ct 

y 



Requirements excerpted directly 
from 1978 Approved Ph.D. Proposal 

Core Seminars 

Foundations: General 
(including methods) 

Foundations: Concentration and 
Special Academic Courses 

Supporting Program or Minor 

-, 

v 

.. 

Archetypal Sample Student Programs for M.~ 

Old Concentration in 
Social & Educational Futures 
(excerpted from Ph.D. Proposal) 

3 credits 

18 credits 

(as required per page 7) 

9 credits 

H.Ed 5-210, 3 cr. 
H.Ed 5-211, 3 cr. 
H.Ed 8-220, 3 cr. 

12 credits 

PsyF 5-110, 3 cr. 
PsyF 5-125, 3 cr. 
PsyF 5-330, 3 cr. 
PsyF 5-339, 3 cr. 

9 credits Plan B 

51 credits 

~ 

Old C 
Anthr 
(exce 

3 cr 

18 CI 

(as I 

12 CI 

H.Ed 
H.Ed 

(nc 
H.Ed 
H.Ed 

(nc 

9 Cl 

Anth 
Anth 
uc 5· 

9 Cl 

51 Cl 

y 



FACULTY 

The following faculty have full graduate status in SPFE. 

Original 1978 List 

Name Primarr_Concentration 

A. Bagley History/Philosophy History, 

R. Beck Philosophy/History Philoso~ 

s. Clark Sociology no chan~ 

R. Collier Futures no chan~ 

M. Dobbert Anthropology/Futures no chan~ 

A. Harkins Futures/Sociology Futures/ 

G. Hendricks Anthropology no chan~ 

J. Altholz History no chan~ 

R. Delattre History/Philosophy no chan~ 

R. Tapp Humanities no chanE 

The following faculty serve SPFE Ph.D. students in other capacities as listed belc 

Name Capacity 

D. Anderson Coop. Faculty--Methods 

s. Erickson Visiting Lecturer 

E. Joseph Visiting Lecturer 

R. Kiste Frequent Comm. Member 

F •. Miller Frequent Comm. Member 

M. Patton Appointed to teach 
individual courses 

M. Sibley Frequent Comm. Member 

R. Thornton Appointed to teach 
individual courses 

\,) 

Primary Concentration 

Futures 

Futures 

Futures 

Anthropology 

Anthropology 

Sociology 

Political Science 

Sociology 

J 

no chans 

W. Jenn~ 

no chanj 
left un 

E. Ogan 

outdatec 

retired 

outdated 

P. Starr 

L. Gerlach 

r:: 
0 
'< 

(" 

"~~ 

\) 
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
TWIN CITIES 

Department of Mechanical Engineering 
125 Mechanical Engineering 
111 Church Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

(612)373-3008/2977 

TO: Physical Sciences Policy and Review Council .. :. 

FROM: D. A. Frohr ib, Chairman ./) J 
Ad Hoc Committee on the Master of Engineering Program: 

L. E. Goodman 
c. L. Larson 
A. Nussbaum 
D. Frohrib, Chairman 

RE: Program Operational Criteria: Finalized Recommendation 

DATE: May 10, 1983 

This committee, established by Dean Ibele in 1981, has conducted a survey of 
department practices as they are presently conducted in the administration of 
the Master of Engineering Program. 

- < 

There are three differences that distinguish the Master of Engineering Program 
~ from the Plan A Master of Science Program that we recommend be continued: 

1. The design project, equivalent to the Master of Science thesis, 
which is intended to provide the student opportunity to develop 
his/her skills in executing an investigation which contains design 
decision-making in synthesis and evaluation. "Design" should be 
interpreted in a broad sense, in which problem definition and 
alternatives, feasibility, computer synthesis, and evaluation can be 
addressed in any appropriate mix, but motivated by the milieu of 
design as an overall mission. 

2. The inclusion of a fourth non-voting member on the thesis exam~n~ng 
committee. This person, an adjunct person from industry, may be 
invited by the graduate school to review the quality of the 
student's study. 

3. The Master of Engineering program is not recommended for students 
planning to pursue a Ph.D. degree at a later time and, therefore, is 
generally regarded as a "terminal" graduate degree. 

For.admission to the program, the student must hold an engineering degree from 
an accredited engineering curriculum. Admission standards, the composition of 
the program of study, and procedures for binding and registering the 
diisertation are to be similar to the Master of Science Plan A as it is 
administered within each department. Modest variations in admission standards 
and the-program of study may be permitted on an individual basis consistent 
with departmental policy. Therefore, essentially the same standards used in 
the Plan A Master of Science Program should be applied to the Master of 
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Physical Sciences Policy and Review Council 
Page 2 
May 10, 1983 

Engineering Program with the exception of the three features identified above. 
This committee sees no need to establish a standing committee to monitor the 
Master of Engineering program. We believe that the faculty within each field 
are expert in design and its contexts as exercised in their own disciplines, 
and believe that departmental graduate deliberations within departments can 
serve to adequately vector the Directors of Graduate Study toward the 
appropriate exercise of the criteria presented in Points 1, 2, and 3, above. 
The Graduate School has the mechanism to monitor the quality of program 
through its Policy and Review Council • 

• 
The major uniqueness of the Master of Engineering Program is its use of the 
design prbject in place of the Master of Science Plan A dissertation. The 
appropriate definition and execution of this project is vital to the well
being of the program, and we believe that departmental scrutiny of the nature 
of these projects is important to ensure that the mission of advanced design 
education is preserved and enhanced by the Master of Engineering Program. 

l 

We will b~ pleased to be of continuing service to you if you request. Thank 
you. 

DAF/prn 

cc: s. 
E. 
P. 
R. 
c. 
A. 
M. 

Eisenreich, Civil Engineering 
Fletcher, Mechanical Engineering 

. < 

Hodge, Aerospace Engineering and Mechanics 
Oriani, Metallurgy and Material Science 
Larson, AJricultural Engineering 
Nussbaum, Electrical Engineering 
Ti~rell, Chemical Engineering 

J 


